
ADULT  HANDBU I LD I NG  CHO ICES   
AT  SANCTUARYSTUD IO 

1 - FLOWER DISH 
A dish with layered petals formed inside of a 

bowl to create a rounded shape. 

2 - SMALL WOVEN CLAY BASKET 
Strips of clay are woven together to create a 

basket. 

Thank you for choosing SanctuaryStudio!  
Please note the name and number of your chosen project when booking for your session.  
It is recommended to plan for a two hour visit- however you only pay for the time you use.  

Some projects cost an extra flat fee per person, so please be sure to read descriptions carefully. 
To add color, please plan for a second visit. Otherwise your work will be fired to a glazed white. Please expect 

1-2 months before pottery will be ready for pickup. 

3 - DRAPPED FLOWER DISH 
A small bowl with creased and folded edges 

with flowers as an accent along the edge.

5 -  TURTLE DISH 
A shallow dish molded and formed into a sea 

turtle.  

6 - MONSTERA DELICIOSA DISH 
A simple shallow dish cut and carved to look 

like a monstera leaf. Personalize with your 
name, a blossom or bug, or a favorite phrase. 

8 - NAPKIN HOLDER 
Cut and stamp clay to create a mermaid tail 

and form it into a napkin holder.

9 - FOLDED DISH 
Cut from a template, you’ll use various tools to 

create patterns on the clay. Then fold into a 
square dish.   

The way you design and decorate is whatever 
you feel inspired to make it. So just be sure to 
come with some creativity and ideas in mind!

Thank you for choosing SanctuaryStudio for your party!  
Please choose from the above list of potential handbuilding projects for your event. Each project is numbered &  named- 

please note the name and number of your chosen project when letting me know your choice for your party.  

If you have any questions feel free to contact me: 
email:  dixie.sanctuarystudio@gmail.com  

phone/text/whatsapp:  704-465-4276 

7 - SPOON REST 
Cut and stamp clay to create a mermaid tail 

and form it into a soon rest.

10 -  CUSTOM MUG 
Using a pre-made mug form, use a number of 

briefly demoed design techniques to 
customize a mug of your own.  

The way you design and decorate is whatever 
you feel inspired to make it. So just be sure to 
come with some creativity and ideas in mind! 

(+ $10/per person)

4 - LACE DISH 
Using a lace doily for texture, create a 

personalized plate!


